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MATTRESSES & BEDS 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT 
Since 2008 we have been providing mattresses at a wholesale and retail price in              
Republic of Moldova.  
 

MATCO® brand represents the individuality of each client! 

With a vast experience in orthopedic mattress manufacturing, as well as           
other bedroom products, MATCO® was noted both in the local market, as            
well as on the international market, by: 

 

http://www.salteleortopedice.md/
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Credibility 

More than 10 years experience on the market of Moldova, European Union            
and USA. 

Creativity 

The combination of all innovative ideas to create a unique experience,           
modeled for each customer need. 

Character 

We value honesty, passion and desire to create something beautiful          
whether it's about the people we work with, or people that work for us. 

 

 Our products and services 
 

MATCO Mattress is known for creativity and innovation when it comes to            
solving the most challenging decor solutions, which gave us experience in           
design and manufacture a wide range of interior products. 

 

 

Our ability to design, create and install rely on: 
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● Imagination 
● Budget 
● Quality 
● Responsibility 

Orthopedic mattresses 

MATCO® mattresses are created for your whole family to sleep better! 

We offer a wide range of orthopedic mattresses that are created           

to bring health and comfort in your bedroom, as 

Latex Mattresses, Pocket Spring mattresses and Memory Foam, 
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7 comfort zones mattresses, as well as a wide range of mattresses            
for children. 

For more details about the technical characteristics of each mattress, 

we recommend you to choose one of the MATCO® mattresses 

that best suits you! 

 

We always carry more products in our store than are listed online. You are always               

welcome to call, chat or stop by our location and see what new models and products we                 

have in stock. We carry most wanted mattress sizes - Twin, Full, Queen, King mattress.               

But, we can always order any other size that you need and we don’t have in stock. If                  

you need a California King mattress we       

can order it and in a couple of days you          

can enjoy your new mattress size. 

  

Kids love our Twin mattress, as it is a         

perfect match for the firmness and      

comfort. It is firm enough for their back        

and soft enough for their comfort.      

Brothers love their Twin mattress,     

especially for their bunk beds. Couples      

love the King size mattress as the best        

mattress for their bedroom. But, if you can’t accommodate the King size mattress, we              

can offer you the Queen size mattress. Your bedroom will look beautiful and cozy with               

MATCO Mattress bed selection. 
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SALTELEORTOPEDICE.MD BY MATCO Mattress 
str. Florării 4, Chisinau, Moldova 
 
 
— 
+373-22-902336 
+373-79903080 
 
 
WORKING HOURS 
Monday - Friday: 9:00-18:00 
Saturday, Sunday - Closed  

 

 

 


